BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
Mr Nikolay Kozlov
ISSA Treasurer
Nikolay Kozlov was elected as Treasurer of the ISSA at the
World Social Security Forum in 2016. Nikolay Kozlov is the
Deputy Chairman of the Board of the Pension Fund of the
Russian Federation and is a prominent economist and financial
specialist.
Mr Kozlov is an Alumnus of the Faculty of International
Economic Relations of the Moscow Financial University under
the Government of the Russian Federation. He completed
doctoral studies at the Institute of International Economic and
Political Research, and post-doctoral studies at the Institute of
Economics at the Russian Academy of Sciences.
Mr Kozlov worked in the currency and economic department of
the Ministry of Finance of the USSR from 1978 to 1992. He pursued a career in banking and
investment in the Russian Federation, and from 1994 to 2010 ran a private investment company.
Nikolay Kozlov is a recognized expert in economies with developing financial markets, including
securities and stock exchanges. From 1992 to 1994, he advised the Ministry of Finance of the
Russian Federation on external debt management.
Mr Kozlov has also lectured at various universities. He headed the department of accounting and
reporting of Moscow State University of Design and Technology for several years as well as the
Centre for Stock Market of the Institute of Economics of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
In early 2011, Mr Kozlov took up a position in the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation. During
his time at the Pension Fund, he contributed to a range of administrative and policy reforms, as a
result of which investment returns were improved, the volume of pension savings rose, benefits
were increased, the role and significance of non-state pension funds was transformed, and
regulation of pension savings market improved considerably.
Prior to his election as ISSA Treasurer, Mr Kozlov was Vice-Chairperson of the ISSA Technical
Commission on the Investment of Social Security Funds, and was actively involved in a range of
ISSA activities.
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